
HOW TO REMOVE THE SYMBOLIC MINISTRIES OF DARKNESS 

(Study this explanation so you do not make a common grave mistake.) 

 

Explanation:  The adversary has chosen to up his game to get us to cast out each other’s spirits thinking they are 

rebellious spirits and to get us to cast out angels thinking they are rebellious spirits.  So one of the head “big bad guys” 

devised up a plan to place symbols on us that test as rebellious spirits… But they are corrupted symbols meant to 

deceive - not actual rebellious spirits.  

You may have symbols on your eyes causing you to “see” rebellious spirits everywhere.  You may have symbols on your 

mind causing you to “test” rebellious spirits everywhere.  You may have symbols on your ears causing you to “hear” 

rebellious spirits everywhere.  These are angels you are seeing/testing/hearing not rebellious spirits. This is an intelligent 

deception plan to cause us to cast out the angels thinking they are rebellious spirits.  

Or you could be testing other people who are infected with these symbols.  If this symbol is placed on someone’s chakra 

– it will test as a rebellious spirit. If you cast out that rebellious spirit – you will actually be casting out that individuals 

chakra. If this symbol is placed on a person’s energy fields, spirit, mind, heart, or anywhere else on the person – it will 

test as a rebellious spirit. If you cast out that rebellious spirit – you will be casting out their energy fields, spirit, mind, or 

heart (etc).  Sadly – if this symbol is upon a uterus/pregnancy – you may test a rebellious spirit in the womb and cast out 

that baby’s spirit accidently causing a miscarriage. 

This is critical to clear the symbols before casting out rebellious spirits so you do not harm others or isolate yourself from 

angelic light.   

1. I bring to light all symbolic ministries placed upon my being or the beings of those whom I am working with this 

day. 

2. Tincture to kill off the parasite within the symbol: 

a. I place Tesla’s Tincture within the cellular infrastructure of my spiritual being by dropping 10 drops per 

hour for adults, 5 drops per hour for children and 8 drops per hour for the elderly - into The Window of 

the Soul.  (if you are unsure the amount of drops, just test which category is most appropriate)  

3. The symbols are anchored to the soul. You must detach the symbol with electrical power within the universe:  

a. I ask for electrical anchors that harness the natural universal power within our universe to connect itself 

to each symbol and to then remove the symbol swiftly by escaping through a black hole.   

b. I detach the cords, cut the cords with the Balancing Sword, release and remove the cords 

4. Removing the sliver of Lucifer’s creation within the symbol:  

a. I ask for the light of Christ to shine down upon my spirit to dissolve and remove all remaining symbols. 

b. For any remaining creations of Lucifer that may still reside as a drain – You have a choice: you can either 

return to your desired residence OR you may be escorted to the Treatment Center to receive a feast, 

nourishment, further intelligence, and/or forgotten memories.    

5. Corruption Removal 

a. I ask for the earth, wind, fire, and water to backtrack the corruption cycle remaining from the toxic 

residue of the symbol by bringing together the natural elements to absorb remaining corruption or 

toxins.  

6. Clean-up 

a. I ask for a golden sunlight IV for my spirit for the next ______days.  



b. I invite my spirit to partake for the fruit from the tree of life, drink of the living waters and bathe in the 

living waters. 

7. Merkaba shield  

a. I ask for a reverse merkaba shield turned inside out to retract the symbols. 

b. Within this merkaba shield I write these instructions - backwards and upside down “Herein lies worthy 

creations of God the Father of my soul. Any instrument used to confuse, deceive, or manipulate will be 

repelled with this merkaba structure.  All importance is of divine counsel from God the Father who art in 

Heaven.” 

c. I backtrack the natural structure system to enforce the rejection of symbolic ministries from the enemy 

of my soul.  

d. I pop out each symbol as it attempts to enter and bounce it back to the originator with a message “No 

longer shall one reside as conqueror by overthrowing mortal agency from my chosen God.  Your power 

is obsolete in my presence and shall have no effect upon this family. Go home.”  

8. Now retest for rebellious spirits and clear your space if needed.  


